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23 Dec 2021

(CCC) Planning Enforcement
All correspondence, internal and external, concerning myself and
Planning Enforcement regarding 107 Darwin Drive.
Response
Attached is all correspondence in terms of 107 Darwin Drive.
Further queries on this matter should be directed to foi@cambridge.gov.uk

Happy to provide a full response. However in short we receive a complaint from a nearby resident every year about
operating hours and maximum number of persons it uses. He constantly feels they are breaching conditions by
having double the amount of people there during Ramadan for example by having back to back ‘services’ rather
and he is very fair in his representations
than just one service a night of say 25 persons max. Name is
but persistent.
used to deal with his reps every year when giving temp permission for Ramadan extended hours.
Has he contacted you and when is the deadline for committee ?
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From:
Sent: 27 September 2021 18:37
To:
Subject: Shah Jalal Mosque 107 Darwin Drive EN/01005/20
Hi,
I hope you are well. I am preparing a committee report for an extension and increase to the opening hours
of this facility app (ref. 19/1453/FUL) and noting the various objections, I was wondering if we’d received
any complaints to Enforcement about its operation? I’d be interested in anything over the last 5 years or so.
The most recent one I can see in the system is EN/01005/20 which was about permitted temporary
Ramadan opening hours, but I can’t see anything else there, unless I’ve missed it.
If there have been any more Enforcement cases at the site, records/references for me to look up would be
most appreciated.
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Many thanks
Kind regards,

My working days are Monday ‐ Thursday
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